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ABSTRACT

Determination of the line classes (and the number of lines in each class) in some hyper
bolic planes of type occurs as an öpen problem. In this paper we give a partial answer to the
problem for the special hyperbolic planes tt, Tü, and■5’ TTg,

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that if a line is deleted from a projective plane then
the remaining substructure forms an affine plane. Graves [1962], Ost-
rom [1962] and Bumcrot [1971] have given exanıples of hyperbolic
planes obtained by deletion from projective planes. Graves [1962] 
also asked for additional constructions of such planes. Sandler [1963] 
has shown that if three non-concurrent lines are deleted from a pro
jective plane then the remaining incidence structure forms a hyperbolic 
plane in the sense of Graves [1962]. Kaya-Özcan [1984] has extended 
the Sandler’s construction as follows: Let k be a finite projective plane
of order n and m a positive integer provided that m<n+2. Let 4,125 • • • >
im denote distinct m bnes of tc such that no three are concurrent. Let 
Ttm be the substructure obtained by deleting from tz aU of the lines (.j, 
i=l,2,. . .,m, and ali points on these m lines. A point of tz is caUed cor
ner point if it is intersecticn of any two lines in the set (4,1.2,.. .,’.nı}-
Let r denote the minimum number of corner points on a line of Km as
a üne of tc. In [Kaya, R.-Özcan, E., (1984)] it has been shown that if 
3<m<n-|-r-)-| (1— v^n-J-S) then Ttm is a hyperbolic plane.

The lines of rcn, are classified according to the number of points 
which are contained in each line of a class. Let Cg denote the set of ali
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lines of Km such that each hne in it contains exactly s corner points in 
Tz. Each hne in Cg contains exactly n-'-l—(m—s) points. There exist
1 
2 m—or 1 

2 (m-f-l)—r classes of lines in ıtm according as m is an
even or an odd positive integer, respectively. The hne classes are Cr,
Cr+b- • ••) Cnı/2 or Cr,Cr4.j,..C(m_ı)/2 according as m is even or odd,
respectively. It fo]lows that if m is even then there exist exactly

—r+1 classes of lines in Km and Ttm+ı obtained from a projective
plane, namely Cr,Cr4.j.
of ali hnes in Cg then one

• ■ jCm/j- Furthermore, if qg denote tlıe number
has the foUovving:

(I)
t
L qg=n^-|-n+l—m
s=r

(II) s sqg=(n—1)
s=r

(III) 2 s^qs= rw—1 + 
s=r L l /J U /

Where t is —- or — (m—1) according as m is even or odd, res-

pectively. (In what follows t will be used in that sense). One of the un- 
solved problems related to these hyperbolic planes is to determine the 
number of hnes in each class Cg of Km- A partial answer to the problem 
is given in [Olgun, (1986)]. In the first part of this paper, we formulate
the answer to the question for any finite planes of type 7^4, Kj, and
determine the required numbers for a k,■6 and in teims of the number
of hnes in Cj. In the second part, the problem is solved for some special
hyperbolic planes of type Kn,1-1 and Kn_2- It would be very interesting
to find the fuU answer to the above problem for any m and n.

THE LINE CLASSES IN 71^4 ■5’ ^6’ AND K,.

PROPOSITION 1. For any hyperbolic plane Km

(i)
1 m

2
t 
S 

S=3
( 2 )’■

n—1— h 2 s(s—2)qs
S=3
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(İÜ) qo=n24.n 1—
mm \'l / nı-l\
2 yJ + \ 2 y +

m
2

m—2 
2

t
— s 

s=3

s-1
2 qs.

PROOF: Equality (i) can be obtained substructing the equaHties II 
and III side by side. SimUarly, (ii) can be obtained from II using (i), and 
(İÜ) from I using (i) and (ii).

COROLLARY 1. For any lıyperbolic plane wAh m e (3, 4, 5}

92 = -4-

(ii) qı = n—1—

(üi) qo=n^+n [, / m\l l m—1 \'-(2)] + ( 2 ) + 1
2

Proof follovvs from proposition 1 since qj=O, i>3, for m=4 or 5 
and, also qı=0 i>2 foı m=3.

Notice that, if m=3 then qj = 3(n—1), qo=(n—1)^. Similarly if 
m=4 then q2=3, qj=6(n—2), qo=n^—5n+6, and if m=5 then q2=15, 
qı=10(n—4), qo=n2—9n4-21.

The following coroUaries are immediate:

COROLLARY 2. Number of lines in Co, Cj, of any hyperbolic plane
of type and Tüy can be determined in terms of the number of
lines in Cj as follows: 

q2=45-3q3 

qı=15(n—7)+3q3 

qo=n2—14n-l-55—qj 

respectively.

and

q2=105-3q3 

q3=21(n-ll)+3qj

qo=n^—2 0n4-120—q3

^6

COROLLARY 3. Total number of lines of Cj and C^ in any hyperbolic 
plane TZm can be determined independently from the number of lines of 
Co and Cj, and vice versa. That is,
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qı+q2 = n—1 — I (rn + i S s(s—3)qs
S=3

qo+q3=n^+n + + 1
2

m
2

m-2
2

THE LINE CLASSES IN \M) 7T'■O

t
S 

g=4

s-1
2 qs'

LetK be a projective plane of order n. A set of 0 of n+1 points in 
K is called an oval if no three points of 0 are collinear. A line of tc which 
contains exactly one point, two points and no points of 0 is called tan
gent line, secant line and exterior hne, respectively. A point of tc is cal-
led an exterior point and interior point if it lies on exactly two tan-
gent lines and on no tangent lines, respectively. A secant line contains
1 
2 (n—1) extcrior points and an exterior line contains (n+1)
exterior points. Total number of the exterior points and intenor points
of TC is 1

2 n(n-)-l) and 1
2

tangent lines of 0 and
n(n—1), respectively. There are 11+1

a tangent hne contains n exterior points. Let
TC be a projective plane of odd order n, n+9 and 0 an oval in tc. Let be 
the set of interior points of 0, and consider the restrici ions of the secant 
and exterior lines of tc to the interior points of 0. Hence the restrictions 
of these lines are the set theorical intersections of the secant and exterior 
lines of TC with Ş. It has been shown by Ostrom [1962] that the geomet- 
ric structure so obtained is a hyperbolic plane. Clearly the above model 
of the hyperbolic plane can be considered as a special hyperbolic plane 
of type TCm provided that cı, c?,.. .,ı,n+ı are the tangent b’nes of an oval 
0. Therefore it ıvill be convenient to use the notation TcOnpi fot the 
Ostrom’s hyperbolic plane. Furthermore, in what follows we use Tc^m 
instead of TCm provided that the set of deleted lines, . • - ıim}) with 
3<m<n, is a subset of the set of ali tangent lines of 0. It can easily be
shown that each of tc°j. -ttO4,. . n-ı is a hyperbolic plane bnt
not 7c°n since the non-deleted tangent hne in tc'■o n contains only one point.
It is clear from the definitions of corner and exterior points that a corner
point for tc'■o• m. 3<m<u+l, is also n exterior point which is deleted
from TC. It is knotvn that the line classes of Tc'’n+ı are Ci(n+ı) and Cı

“'TU 2(n-ı>
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and qj
2(n+i)

= n(n—1) and qı
2 (n-i)

== n(n+l). We give

line classes of - j and KOn-2 in the follov'ing propositions;

PROPOSITTON 2. There exist four line classes in namely Co,
Cı

2(n-5)’
C1

2(n-3)
Cı

2(11-1)5
and the number of lines in these classes are

’I'’ =
1

= (n—3) (n—l),q2 = (iJ—1) (n+4),

^2 (n-ı) = —z— (n4-l), respectively.

PROOF. Let tj, t^ be tangent lines of j and P=tjnt2, Qı=(9ritı.
And let Q be any point of 0 with Q Qi i“l,2. Clearly none of the two
Pnes tj = PQj and t^ = PQ2 contains a corner point. Therefore tj and t.'2

•1belong to Co. Let t be a secant line which passes through none of P, Q
and Çj. AU exterior points on t except t fi t] and ıflt^ are corner points. 

ı contains exactly —-— (n—1)—2 = —— (n—j) corner points since

there exist
1/11 ■ ■
— 'n—1) exterıor points on t. Thus ı belongs to C

1
2

The secant hne PQ contains exactly (n-l)-l = (n-3)

corner points since ali exterior points on PQ except P are corner points.
Similarly ali exterior points on Qı Q (or Q2 Q), excspt Qı Q fi t, (or

are corner points. Hence each of the lines QiQ contains

(n—3) corner points. Thus PQ, QjQ and Q^Q

belong to C Now let t be any line not passing through P. AU ex-

terior points on t. except ıfllj and ıClt^ are corner points. ı contains

(n+l)_2 = —2— (n—3) corner points since there exist exactly

(n-bl) exterior points on t in Tt. Thus ı belongs to Cj
2 (n-3). The se-

cant üne QjQ2 belongs to
2İ(n-ı) since aU exterior points on QjQ2 are

PîÇntj,
4- (a-l)-l = 1

I

1
1

¥
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corner points. Finally, an exterior line passing through the point P con
1

tains exactly (n-j-l)—1 = —— (n—1) corner points since ali z
exterior points on such a üne except P are corner points. Thus, these
lines beloug to (n-1). Consequently, the line classes in Tt®]n-ı are

(n-s) {ı: t is a secant line passing through none of P,Q1,QJ

Co— {^15^-2}

== {ı: t = QıQ, i=l,2, or ı is a secant line on P or an exterior^i(n-3)

line not on P j

%(n-1) I. = QiQ2 O’’ İS exterior line on P}.

1
Hence, it is clear that qo=2.

i (n—5)
(n—3) (n—1) since

the number of secant lines on P is —— (n—1), the number of se

cant lines on Qj or Çj is 2(n—1)+1, and the total number of secant

n-1 is —n(n+l). ‘ÎKn—3) = (n—1) (n+4) since

the number of secant lines on P is —— (n—1), the number of se-

cant lines on Q or Q2 except ÇjÇj is 2(n—1), and the total number of

exterior lines not on P is -4- (n—1)". q 
z Mn-ı) = —— (’i+l) since z

the number of exterior lines ou P is 4 (n—1), and ÇjÇj e C^
2 ■2^(o-l).

PROPOSITION 3. There exist four line classes in K°n-25 namely Co,
(n-j). Mn-s), Mn-a)? and the number of lines in these classes are

qo=3, qı, = 
2tn_7j

(n—3) (n—5), q^^̂ (n-s) (n+8) (n-3), 
z

lines of ttOj

Cı

1

C

1

*11/ 'I — 
2Vn_3;

3
—— (n+S), respectively.
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SKETCH OF PROOF. Let tj, t^, tj be non deleted tangent lines and 
tjnt2=Pj, tjrit2=P2, t2ntj=Pj; and let ting)=Qi with i= 1,2,3.
One can find the line classes of Tt°n_2 as foUows:

Co— {^-15^2513)}

ClU) = {ı; 1 is a secant line passing tlırough none of Pı, Qi

with i=l,2,3}

C = {t:ı.is a secant line on Pj but not on Qi or a secant line

passing through only one Qi but none of Pj or ı is an exterior line not 
on Pj, i= 1,2,3}

Kn-a) = {ı: t = PiQı or ı = QıQj with i/j or ı. is an exterior

line on Pj, i=l,2,3}.

C

Proof can be completed by a similar way in the proof of pro
position 2.
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